
Stefan Andres (1906 – 1970), a German prosaist, poet and playwriter was
continuously writing from the thirties of the twentieth century until his death. The number and
the extent of his works is considerable even though they are scarcely known to the current
reader. In his lifetime, he was a well-read and popular author, but he slowly fell into oblivion
not only among readers but also among germanists and students of germanistics. The aim of
the thesis is to consequently present life and work of Stefan Andres focusing on his trilogy
Die Sintflut (Flood).
Die Sintflut, as well as other Andres’ works, is an artistic, human but also politic
testimony. This leads to other domain of Andres’ activities – his political involvement. He
disapproved of nacism and German postwar situation. The thesis comes to the conclusion that
Andres’ political agenda, mirrored in his works, emanates from and is motivated by his
Christian conviction.
Even a brief glance at Andres’ novels, novellas and short stories allows to form a
judgment that the meeting point of Andres’ thoughts is Christian faith. He is rightfully
categorized amongst Christian, conservative or directly among catholic authors even though
he was a very unorthodox Christian. Novellas, which are still read, or at least evoked (their
distinctive trait is that they both take place in the catholic church environment), are El Greco
malt den Großinquisitor (El Greco Paints the Big Inquisitor) a Wir sind Utopia (We are the
Utopy).
Andres’ novels deserve much more attention. The trilogy Die Sintflut (Flood), which
should have become the opus magnum of Andres, is nowadays however, not attributed
adequate attention from readers and not even from literary scientists or scientifical public.
Nevertheless, it is a remarkable allegory concerning the Nazi Germany. As the thesis proves,
Andres does cross the frame of the allegory. Historic tragedy of nacism is depicted as a
biblical catastrophe and by trilogy overstepping to metaphysical and religious level, it can be
attributed a claim for general relevance thanks to biblical allusions and myths. Thus it is still
up to date in any dictatorship or individual freedom constraining social system.


